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Abstract

This paper investigates the use of clustering techniques in word-sense classification, which identifies different
contexts that a word was used with the same or similar sense. For simplicity, we have used the hierarchical
clustering techniques: single- and complete-linkage, and we showed that the latter is a more suitable technique
from our performance measurements (i. e. recall and precision) compared with manually grouping different
contexts of similar meaning. We found that the use of part-of-speech tags and fixed-length context has better
clustering performance than without part-of-speech tags and sentence context, respectively. The differences
between manually identified groups of different contexts are measured in terms of recall and precision at about
80%, which are not very different from the average recall and precision performance of complete-linkage
clustering at 80% and 75%, respectively.

1. Introduction

Lexicographers can access, collect and analyze a large volume of language data by computer. The processed
data are often put in the form of concordances as show in Figure 1. Lexicographers use these concordances to
identify the different word senses and usually representative word senses are registered in the dictionary or
glossary. However, identification of different word senses is a formidable task of an objective lexicographer
because (s)he has to browse through f(i) number of concordances if the word i has occurrence frequency f(i).
Since at most there are f(i) different senses, the lexicographer has to perform at most fa/ amount of comparison
between concordances. Although computers cannot write down the senses of each word in the concordance,
computers can assist the lexicographer by identifying the different groups of concordances for which the word
has similar meaning. This would save the lexicographer from browsing through a large list of concordances and
the lexicographer can select examples from groups of concordances of similar meaning, and register and write
down those representative word senses.
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Figure 1: A list of different concordances found in the PH corpus [1] for the character/word R.

Apart from assisting lexicographers, automatically grouping different concordances of the word with similar
meaning has found applications in document retrieval [2] since assigning words with different sense tags
differentiates their meaning and therefore improve the precision performance of retrieval systems.

There are already many work reported in grouping different words based on their concordances for the automatic
construction of thesauri [3,4]. However, there are relatively few work reported in grouping concordances with
similar meaning, particularly for Chinese. Yarowsky [5] was advocating one sense per collocation (or
concordance) so that word senses registered are only a representative or generic meaning of the words extracted
from their different occurrences. Schutze [6] applied the vector model to written English contexts in order to
measure similarity and in order to group concordances because the vector model has direct relevance to
document retrieval. The performance is measured in terms of using the clustered senses to disambiguate a word
in different contexts for effective retrieval. Park et al. [7] used genetic algorithm to automatically classify
concordances or dictionary definitions of Korean words. The performance is measured by recall and precision
compared with groupings of concordances derived manually. For Chinese, we are unaware of any report to
group concordances of similar meaning of a word. For simplicity, we used the classical hierarchical clustering
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techniques instead of the more sophisticated ones (e.g. genetic algorithm). At this preliminary stage, we focus on
how different parameter settings of clustering affect performance.

2. Classification

More formally, let Hk denotes the set of concordances (hk,i, hk,2„ hk, ,„) of word k and H denotes all the
concordances (i.e. H = uk Ilk). A concordance h is a triple (w, x, y) where w, y are strings over 1 and x is a
string over r . A similarity measure is a function s:HxH —) W that maps the concordances into a scalar value
where 9 is the set of semi-definite positive real numbers. The word-sense classification problem is to find a
function go: C1 T that maps a concordance to a sense tag t in a set T. Note that in � 1c1 1 and therefore q) is not
likely to be injective. Here, q) is found by hierarchical clustering technique. The basic idea is to combine
concordances that are similar on the basis of the measure s. In each iteration, two clusters or sets of
concordances are combined until the number the similarity between all the clusters of concordances fall below a
given threshold. Then, a unique tag t e T is assigned to each cluster.

2.1 Similarity Measures

A similarity measure s describes the relationship between two individuals (or concordances in this
case), given the values of a set of p variates common to both. In this case, the variates are identified as
the characters in the concordances. Usually, the measure s is derived by counting the presence and
absence of the variates between both individuals by some combination techniques. However, we
hypothesize that the meaning of the keyword is mainly determined by the words which are closest to the
keyword. Thus, the characters that have a shorter distance from the keyword is more important than
those characters that are far away from the keyword.

For every two concordances, h 1 and h2, the similarity between these two concordances is the sum of the
similarity of each matching character C that occurs in hi and h2. The number of characters between the
matching.character C and the keyword K is called the distance between C and K. The similarity value
for each matched character C is geometrically weighted with a constant ratio R (where 0 < R < 1) by
the distance between the ith character C, and the keyword K in h 1 and the distance between character C,
in S1 and character C1 in S2, where C, = C = C.J . Here, the suffixes i and j of C are the positions and
therefore the distances from the keyword. Figure 2 shows the distances between the matched characters
and the keyword and Figure 3 show how different geometric ratio R controls the weighting of the similarity
values with respect to the distance between the matched character and the keyword.

distance from the keyword

Keyword (K) 	 Ci

Keyword (K)
	
	 G

distance between two matched character

Figure 2. Calculation between two sentences

Consider the following two sentences, although they have the same character 11 ' , their meaning is not the same.

IRElitirtfrif4S-Iftn-101 [	 ig ,
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We add another geometric weight to the similarity value. The weight has geometric ratio R and scaled
by the number of characters between the two matching characters C, and Cj (i.e. Ii - where II returns
the absolute value).

Hence, the similarity measure s between two concordances h1 and h2 is defined as:

s(h, ,h2)	 E max{ R`	 :	 max{R' x Rk-JI,0.1}
(c,O€E(E.:(hi))(c,i)egE(h2))	 (c,i)€E(T(110)(cMeE(T(112))
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where SF,: (E*	xia) E and T.. (E* xr xi*) E* are the projection of the first and third elements, i.e.
E((w,x,y)) = w and P((w,x,y)) = y, respectively, Z is the set of integers and E:E*	2(2" 4 returns the
set of characters in the input and their corresponding leftmost position.

Plot of Weighting against Distoncofrom the keyword
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Figure 3. The relationship between the weighting and the distacaice from the keyword

Plot of weighting against distance between two match
sentences
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Figure 4. The relationship between two matched sentences and their distance
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2.2. Linkage Techniques

Hierarchical clustering begins with the computation of a similarity or distance matrix between the
entities, and end with a dendrogram showing the successive fusions of individuals, which culminates at
the stage where all the individuals are in one group. At any particular stage, the methods fuse
individuals or groups of individuals which are closest. Figure 5 demonstrate a typical hierarchical
clustering technique.

0
3	 4	 S

Figure 5. Dendrogram

2.2.1 Nearest Neighbor / Single Linkage Method

For single link clustering, groups are fused according to the similarity or distance between their nearest
members i.e. the groups with the smaller distance or higher similarity are being fused. Each fusion joins
two groups together and decreases the total number of groups by one. For this method, the distance /
similarity between groups is defined as the distance I similarity between their closest members. The
following example demonstrates the nearest neighbor clustering and Figure 6 shows the corresponding
dendrogram.
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Figure 6: Nearest neighbor clustering of the example with a tie case.

2.2.2 Furthest Neighbor / Complete Linkage Method

For complete linkage clustering, it is very similar to single linkage. But the - distance / similarity
between two groups is defined as the distance between their remote pair of individuals. So the distance
matrix D1 of the previous will be as follow

2	 3	 4	 5

1 - 0.0	 2.0	 6.0	 110.0	 9.0 -

2	 2.0	 0.0	 5.0	 9.0	 8.0

D 1 = 3	 6.0	 5.0	 0.0	 4.0	 35..00	 =2.0
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d(14) 2 = min {cin, du} = d12 = 2.0
d(14)3 = min { d13, d43} = d43 = 4.0,
C1( 1 4) 5 = min {d14, (45 ) = d45 = 3.0

By choosing the furthest neighbor on each fusion, the final result of the previous example is shown in
Figure 7.
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Figure 7: Complete Linkage Dendrognim
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2.3 Thresholding

The vertical distance in the dendrogram represents the distance / similarity value for which the clusters at the
same vertical level are fused. By defining a distance / similarity threshold, cluster formed immediately below the
threshold are recognized as valid grouping of concordances. Clustered formed above the threshold are not
considered.

For example, Figure 8 is the dendrogram of the keyword I in single linkage clustering. The number of
meanings of the keyword 	 is determined by the threshold at certain vertical level in the dendrogram. At
threshold level 0, there are two groups which represent keyword I have two meaning. At threshold level I,
have three meanings, at threshold 2, have four meanings and so on.
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Figure 8: Single-linkage clustering of the keyword 2.. The Human threshold is derived from knowing the number of
clusters that human identified and then search the equivalent threshold value that produces the same number of clusters as
human (i.e. 6 clusters in this case).

3. Evaluation

Two corpora were used for evaluation. The first corpus, called PH, is from the National University of
Singapore (NUS). The corpus has about 3 million Chinese characters, collected from Xin Hua News
Agency (V*fii) but there is no part-of-speech tagging. The other corpus with part-of-speech tagging
is from Chinese Knowledge Information Processing Group ( 113 ZIO-B-M* %NO.) under the Institute of
Information Science Academia Sinica ( 1:13 ZFECMCI31, f4Viilf5Lafffi). The corpus contains more than 3
hundred thousand Chinese characters.

3.1 Performance Measurement

The performance measurement, called accuracy, is based on comparing automatically, found (machine) clusters
of concordances with those manually derived (i.e. human clusters). The accuracy is the product of two
measurements called recall and precision. The recall is defined as the number of concordances matched (i.e. in
both machine and human clusters) over the total number of concordances in the human cluster and the precision
is defined as the number of concordances matched over the total number of concordances in the machine cluster.
Although we can compute the recall and precision between every machine cluster and every human cluster, it is
obvious that the recall and precision of clusters that are not intended to be identical are low. We need to find
which machine cluster should correspond to which human cluster andtthen we compute the recall and precision
for these matching pairs of clusters rather than for all the machine and human clusters.

We can visualize the problem of matching machine and human clusters as finding a match in a bipartite graph
G(M v S, E) where M is the set of vertices representing each machine cluster, S is the set of vertices
representing each human cluster andEcMx Sx51 is the set of weighted edges. The weight w,, of an
edge (MV„ HVJ, w,4) is the accuracy (i.e. recall times precision) of the machine cluster MV, with respect
to the human cluster	 The matching problem can be considered as finding a minimum spanning tree

that connects all the vertices in M with S and that optimizes the matching score defined as the
negative sum of all the weights of the edges in r, i.e.:
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MatchScore = —1 x EWIJ
(MV,	 ,w, )er

We have used the Kruskal [9] algorithm to find the minimum spanning tree instead of Prime [10]
because the former can find a forest instead of a tree. Figure 9 show a spanning tree (or forest) for
keyword Z.

Machine	 Human

Figure 9: The minimum spanning • tree of the
keyword with 3 machine clusters compared with
6 human clusters.

Pescestages of the =ober of maim cloaca vrz.t the, mamba acme:areas

Figure 10: Accuracy performance of the keyword
for different numbers of machine cluster. The solid
line indicates the performance with part-of-speech
tagging and the dotted line without part-of-speech
tagging.

In our clustering technique, we can construct different number of grouping with different level of
threshold. So with different number of machine clusters, we can plot a graph showing the accuracy for
the different number of machine clusters. Figure 10 shows the performance of our clustering in
classifying 40 concordances with the keyword 1. The filled line represent the result that included all
the part-of-speech tags in the concordances, and the dotted line represent the result that excluded the
part-of-speech tags in the same concordances. From the result in Figure 19, the curve that has part-of-
speech obtained a better result than the curve without part-of-speech. Also the curve in Figure 19 shows
that the accuracy is about 40 % when the machine divided the sentences into 6 groups which is the
same number of human clusters. When the number of machine cluster is smaller than the human
grouping, the human cluster will join together to form a larger group to match with the machine cluster.
Thus, the accuracy will be higher. However, the actual clustering may not be desirable because when
two human clusters join together to form a new cluster, one of the meaning from the original cluster
will be lost. This is the case where the machine is under classifying the meaning of the word. Figure 11
demonstrate the case of machine under classifying the meaning of the word.

Machine Human

Figure 11: Under-classification of the meaning of a word.

On the other hand, when the number of machine cluster is greater than the number of human cluster, the
machine cluster will join together to form a larger group to match with human clusters. Figure 12 show
the case where the machine grouping is over classifying.
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Figure 12: Over-classification of the meaning of a word.

For grouping a number of small clusters into a larger cluster due to the over classification of the
keyword, this may not actually reflect the case where some of the meaning is lost. Two reasons for this
phenomenon are:

• Some of the meaning of the keyword is very similar, such As the keyword has the meaning of
repeat () when the word is an adjective and has another of again (g ) when the word is an
adverb. So sometimes human may groups these two meaning into the same group;

• Our clustering methods will form a binary tree. So it may separate words with similar meaning into
different groups. The joining of small groups into a larger cluster will join the words with similar
meaning into the same group.

Thus, the curve rises smoothly when the number of machine cluster is greater than the human grouping
(Figure 10). However sometimes when the meaning of the word is very clear, the over classification of
the machine cluster may reflect the grouping of different meaning for the word into the same group.
Figure 13 shows another result of classifying 40 concordances with the keyword IEEE. For the keyword
Ef3, it only contains three meanings from the dictionary, ( 1 ) reason (19:27) for noun, ( 2 ) from (&) for
verb and ( 3 ) free (Ri 1) and their meaning is distinct. So after the number of machine cluster is
greater than the number of human grouping, the curve rises rapidly and this is the result of grouping
different meaning of the word into the same group.

- = - -
Percentages of the Ember of widow Osten wx.I. tie =ober of cosvageames

Figure 13: Accuracy of clustering the concordances of the keyword Ei3 for different numbers of machine cluster.
The solid and dotted lines represent accuracy with and without part-of-speech tagging, respectively.

We can examine in more details about under- and over-classification by plotting the recall and
precision variation against different number of machine clusters. Figure 14 and 15 show the recall and
precision of the keyword for different number of machine clusters. Figure 16 and 17 show the recall
and precision of the keyword

11.2
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Paceoftges ddr mesa of waifs chaos est. de amber of ociocadue.

Figure 14: Recall of clustering the concordances of
the keyword for different numbers of machine
cluster. The solid and dotted lines represent
accuracy with and without part-of-speech tagging,
respectively.

Figure 15: Precision of clustering the concordances
of the keyword for different numbers of machine
cluster. The solid and dotted lines represent
accuracy with and without part-of-speech tagging,
respectively.
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Figure 16: Recall of clustering the concordances of
the keyword ELI for different numbers of machine
cluster. The solid and dotted lines represent
accuracy with and without part-of-speech tagging,
respectively.

Paonop of*, mew dustiest &Om Ir.. dr mint otoaccodums

Figure 17: Precision of clustering the concordances
of al for different numbers of machine cluster. The
solid and dotted lines represent accuracy with and
without part-of-speech tagging, respectively.

When the number of human cluster is greater than the number of machine cluster, the recall is much higher than
the precision. This is because a larger group is formed in under-classification, which leads to better recall. When
the number of machine cluster is greater than the number of human group, this will lead to a rise of the precision
because over-classification joins the human clusters to form one larger group. From Figure 17, the precision
rises rapidly due to incorrect grouping of machine cluster to form a larger group. A different phenomenon
occurs in Figure 15, the precision remains the same and rise smoothly when the number of machine
cluster reduces. That means can be classified, less dependent on the value of the threshold, which is
desirable.

For our overall performance, we have selected 10 characters and we randomly selected 40
concordances of these characters from the corpus. Then, these concordances are classified manually. In
order to have a general classification from the human clusters, the concordances are classified by 3
subjects because different person may have different grouping since they may have different
interpretation of the meaning of the keyword in different concordances.

3.2 Keyword Selection

We compiled the number of occurrences of each character in the corpus, and then based on its
occurrence, sort them in descending order. Next, we assigned each character with its part-of-speech
tags. Based on the number of part-of-speech tag of each character, we sort them in descending order.
We can extract those characters which are frequently occurring in the corpus and which contains as
much part-of-speech tags as possible. In this way, we have a set of keywords that have many
differentiated meaning as well as enough occurrences for evaluation.
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No. Keyword
Part•of-Seech from Dictionary ( EMi )

Pari•of•Spiech from corpus
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10. 4S FA • rail
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1-7 - EN

Table 1. Sample Data and their part of speech

Table 1 shows the selected 10 keywords and their possible part-of-speech. Since their occurrences in
the corpus are very high, we randomly selected a portion of sentences for human classification. Most of
these sentences are given to three people to classify the word sense manually. So totally, there are 30
sample data to verify our system performance.

After selecting the keyword, we extract the concordance with the given keyword from the corpus with a
fixed length context. The length of the context is set to 50 charagters not including punctuation.

3.4 Single vs Complete Linkage

Comparing with human clusters of the same data in Figure 18, human identified six meanings for the keyword a
and for threshold level 6, the size between human cluster and single linkage cluster differs significantly. For
single linkage, the clustering between groups is performed for closest cluster or concordance. This will easily
lead to successive clustering of concordances to the largest group giving a skewed dendogram. This is called
kerning which is in general not desirable. Figure 19 and figure 20 demonstrate another example of single linkage
cluster and human cluster. The size of each group between single linkage and human linkage are also quite
different.

1 2(----;
33
	

6

Figure 18: Comparison of human and machine clusters. Each number is the label t of a unique machine cluster. The number
represents a particular concordance of the keyword is classified to the corresponding machine cluster.
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Comorduces

Figure 19: Clustering of the keyword Etl based on single-
linkage. A small degree of skewness can be found
towards the left where single concordances are grouped
with the larger group of concordances.

Figure 20: Comparison of human and machine clusters.
Each number is the label t of a unique machine cluster.
The number represents a particular concordance of the
keyword Eil is classified to the corresponding machine
cluster.
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For complete linkage, since the distance between groups is defined as the distance between their most remote
pair of individuals, this will force different cluster to form separately at lower level and will join together at
upper level. Some clustering results are shown in Figure 21 and Figure 22. We can identify several clusters,
which may be representing different meaning of the keyword that have been used in the concordances. Table 2
shows the comparison of the recall and precision performance between single- and complete-linkage. We
showed that the complete linkage is better than the single linkage clustering. In particular, the precision of
single-linkage is much lower than complete linkage, indicating that the effect of kerning is not desirable.
Therefore, for the rest of our project, we will use complete linkage for our clustering technique.

Clustering Technique
	

Recall
	

Precision
Single Linkage
	

66.7
	

13.4
Complete Linkage	 71.8 

	
75.7

Table 2:A comparison of Single Linkage and Complete Linkage with the keyword ELI
Humact Threshold
	

Lipoid =
	 Huzaarareshold	 Ir"ond

100

1
64)

28 22 16 35 26 7 6 29 14 11 3 15 38 34 36 17 13 8 21 4
33 30 10 31 32 25 40 27 18 5 37 23 12 2 19 20 9 39 24 1

Concordances

Figure 21: Clustering of the keyword based on
complete-linkage. Small groups are formed before larger
groups.

24 34 30 25 9 18 24 10 40 23 S 19 13 38 16 27 22 29 2 12
37 33 15 14	 7 11 3 8 17 26 28 39 36 32 21 35 4 21 1

Concordances

Figure 22: Clustering of the keyword Eti based on
complete-linkage. Small groups are formed before larger
groups.

3.5 Effects of Part-of-Speech Tagging3.5 Effects of Part-of-Speech Tagging3.5 Effects of Part-of-Speech Tagging3.5 Effects of Part-of-Speech Tagging

Figure 23 shows that the accuracy is higher for concordances with part-of-speech over thoseFigure 23 shows that the accuracy is higher for concordances with part-of-speech over thoseFigure 23 shows that the accuracy is higher for concordances with part-of-speech over thoseFigure 23 shows that the accuracy is higher for concordances with part-of-speech over those
concordances without part-of-speech for most of the different number of machine clusters. We haveconcordances without part-of-speech for most of the different number of machine clusters. We haveconcordances without part-of-speech for most of the different number of machine clusters. We haveconcordances without part-of-speech for most of the different number of machine clusters. We have
concluded that corpus with part of speech can yield a better accuracy on word sense classificationconcluded that corpus with part of speech can yield a better accuracy on word sense classificationconcluded that corpus with part of speech can yield a better accuracy on word sense classificationconcluded that corpus with part of speech can yield a better accuracy on word sense classification
because:because:because:because:

1. the part-of-speech tags differentiate the same words with different meanings so that the similarity1. the part-of-speech tags differentiate the same words with different meanings so that the similarity
between the concordances of the keyword can be measured more accurately;between the concordances of the keyword can be measured more accurately;

2. certain function words which play no part in determining the similarity value can be deleted so that2. certain function words which play no part in determining the similarity value can be deleted so that
chances of spurious association between concordances are reduced.chances of spurious association between concordances are reduced.
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Figure 23: Consistent better accuracy with part-of-speech tagging (solid line) compared with without part-of-speech tagging
(dotted line) for different numbers of machine cluster.

3.6 Sentence or Fixed-Length Context

For concordances retrieval, we extract complete sentences which are variable length and the location of
the keyword also varies. For fixed length contexts, we extract 50 characters away from the keyword.
Usually, it contains more than one sentences. After our similarity measures and clustering, the result is
showed in Figure 24.

to

•
0

0

Pwcwattys of maim Orton wzt. tY maw of ootwoximmo.

Figure 24 Consistent better accuracy with fixed-length contexts (solid line) compared with sentence contexts (dotted line)
for different numbers of machine cluster.

In Figure 24, the accuracy of the fixed length contexts is higher than the complete sentences nearly for
all percentages of clusters. It shows that for word sense classification, a fixed length contexts is better
than complete sentences. This is because complete sentences can be very short with little information
about the meaning of the keyword. For example, consider the following sentence with the keyword

Based on the contexts ft and T , it is difficult to classify the meaning of the word between running
00 and departing ( a i rA).If the keyword is located at the beginning of the sentence or at the end of the
sentence, there is no upper contexts or lower contexts to determine the meaning. On the other hand,
fixed-length contexts ensure that there must have upper and lower contexts to determine the meaning of
the keyword. Also, the fixed length contexts usually contain more than one sentences which would
provide more information to determine the meaning of the keyword. Our finding is in accord with the
practice of lexicographers [11].

4. Summary

We have shown that hierarchical clustering techniques can be applied to word-sense classification with
comparable results to the agreement between manual word-sense classification. We showed that it is preferable
to use fixed-length context over sentence-context, as well as the use of complete-linkage over single-linkage. We
showed the variation of performance with different threshold values for defining different number of clusters.
Typically, the shape of the curve is a bath tub, indicating that finer and finer classifications (i.e. smaller and
smaller groups) have similar accuracy. This is desirable since the performance does not depend on the threshold
value (for the non-extrema cases). The use of part-of-speech demonstrate a consistent improvement in accuracy
of clustering over different number of machine clusters.
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